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Status

1 )S Responsive to connmunication(s) filed on 10 May 2007 .

2a)n This action is FINAL. 2b)KI This action is non-final.

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)13 Claim(s) 1.4-10, 13. 14, 18-23.27-32 and 35 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)0 Claim(s) is/are allowed.

6)|E1 Claim(s) 1, 4-10, 13-14. 18-23, 27-32 and 35 is/are rejected.
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8)[3 Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers
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Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1, 121(d).
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Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
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application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the

fee setfortli in 37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection.

Since this application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114,

and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1 .17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the

previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114.

Applicant's submission filed on 05/10/07 has been entered.

Claims 1, 14, 23 and 32 have been amended. However, the limitation of the

amended claims have not been found to be patentable over prior art of record,

therefore, claims 1, 4-10, 13-14, 18-23, 27-32 and 35 are rejected under the

new ground of rejection as set forth below.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process

of mal<ing and using It, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in

the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and

shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

Claims 1 ,
14, 23 and 32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112. first

paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description requirement. The

claim(s) contains subject matter which was not described in the specification in

such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the

inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had possession of the claimed

invention. The term of "automatically generating a set of patient context data
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from the retrieved patient image data" is unclear to tlie examiner. The examiner

is not sure how "a set of patient context" is generated from "the patient image"

data automatically. Does the applicant mean that it is generated without a user

input?

The examiner is also unclear about a difference between patient image

data, patient context data and patient textual data. The examiner would like to

understand what they refer to and how they are related to each other.

Furthermore, based on the claim language, "a set of patient textual data"

is generated by two ways. The first way is "a second application configured to

retrieve a set of patient textual data from a RIS" and the second way is "the

second application configured to retrieve and display the set of patient textual

data in response to the retrieval of the patient image data and generation of the

set of patient context data". It is very confused. The examiner could not locate

fully descriptions for these terms in the present specification. The applicant is

advised to point out where are these terms referred to in the specification in a

next response.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth In section 102 of this title, If the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented

and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner In which the invention was made.
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Claims 1, 4-10, 13-14, 18-23, 27-32 and 35 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over Wong et al. [US. 6,260,021].

As per claims 1, 14, 23 and 32, Wong teaches a computer implemented

method and corresponding system for Integrating patient data comprising the

steps/means:

a display unit (e.g. 38 of fig. 1); a first application configured to display patient

images for a patient on the display unit (col. 7, lines 42-51 ) and generate a set

of patient context data for the patient (col. 7, line 59 - col. 8, line 14), wherein

the first application is configured to retrieve patient image data from a picture

archival and communication system (PACS) (column 7, lines 28-58),

and to automatically generate a set of patient context data for the patient from

the retrieve patient image data (column 7, lines 38-57)

further wherein the set of patient context data including patient and user

information (column 3, lines 30-52, "Medical images and associated medical

information, and indeed general patient data, can then be made uniformly

available to user workstations" and "The system also includes a security object

server, for authorizing user access to the image distribution system and to

particular objects....);

a second application configured to retrieve a set of patient textual data from a

radiology infomnation system (RIS) (col. 7, line 59 - col. 8, line 14);

and a workstation coupled to the display unit and configured to operate both the

first application and the second application that reside on the workstation (col.
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8, lines 15-30), the first application configured to send the automatically

generated the set of patient context data to the second application after the

patient image data is retrieved and the second application configured to receive

the set of patient context data and to retrieve and display the set of patient

textual data on the display unit in response to the retrieval of the patient image

data and generation of the set of patient context data (col. 7, line 59 - col. 8, line

14), wherein the first application is configured to retrieve patent image data for a

picture archival and communication system (column 3, lines 30-41 "The

middleware software of the present invention which processes data and

requests to existing PAC and Rl systems into a common format and structure.

Medical images and associated medical information, and indeed general patient

data, can then be made uniformly available to user workstations. A single

workstation can access data from a diverse range of prior-art PAC and Rl

systems by running single client software.... Further, existing PAC and Rl

systems can efficiently exchange data through the medium of this common

format and structure."

Wong fail to clearly teach "the set of patient context data have to directiv

generate from PACS and directiv send this context data to the RIS". However,

Wong teaches the PAC system (26) and Rl system (18) applications being in

data communication with one another through a medical image server (12,

figure 1 ). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the

time the invention was made, to combine this teaching of directiv generating
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from PACS and directly sending this context data to the RIS with the Wong's

teaching. The motivation of the combination would have been to provide a

better interface for those who might need.

As per claim 4, Wong teaches the system is used to display medical images

with different resolutions (col. 10, lines 25-27); Wong, however, does not

suggest the display monitor having a resolution of at least 90 dpi. This feature is

taught by Applicant's admitted prior art (pages 1-2 of the specification). It would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

to use a display monitor having a resolution of at least 90 dpi in Wong's system

since it would have displayed medical images with a higher quality.

As per claims 5, 20 and 29, Wong teaches the second application is selected

from the group consisting of a case sign out application, a report entry

application, an order detailing application, and an order viewer application (col.

11, lines 35-39).

As per claim 6, Wong further teaches comprising a second workstation

coupled to the workstation, the second workstation configured to operate the

second application (e.g. col. 7, lines 59-65).

As per claims 7 and 8, Wong teaches the second application is coupled to the

first application via an object request broker and further comprising a bridge

coupled between the second application and the object request broker, wherein

the second application communicates via the component object model (COM)

(col. 7, line 59 - col. 8, line 14 and col. 12, lines 59-62).
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As per claims 9, 10, 21 and 30, Wong further teach, the first application

generating the patient context data in response to user input at the input unit,

wherein the input unit is selected from the group consisting of a mouse, a voice

recognition system, a keystroke, a switch, and a light pen (col. 8, line 53 - col. 9,

line 21).

As per claims 13, 22 and 31, Wong teaches the patient data includes patient

examination information (col. 11, lines 36-41).

As per claims 18, 19, 27 and 28, Wong teaches the step of sending includes

generating an event based on the patient context data and providing the event

to the second application and further comprising converting the event from a

first object model to a second object model and providing the converted event

to the second application (col. 10, line 48 - col. 11, line 16).

As per claim 35, Wong further teaches a third application in data

communication with the first application, the third application configured to

receive the set of patient context data sent from the first application and to

retrieve and display patient data for the patient based on the set of patient

context data (col. 7, line 59 - col. 8, line 14 and col. 12, lines 59-62).

Response to Arguments

Applicant has argued that Wong does not teach automatically generating a set

of patient context data with the first application nor sending this automatically

generated context data to the second application.

The Examiner disagrees for the following reason:
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Wong, as disclosed at figure 1, column 7, lines 28-67, teaches the

communication between first application (PAC system) and the second

application (RIS) through medial image server 12. Patient information is

retrieved from PACS is sent to RIS. Applicant's attention is directed to column

7, lines 28-67 to include patient Information being transferred between PACS,

RIS and medical image server 12. Since the examiner is unclear how "a set of

patient context" is generated from "the patient image" data automatically, the

examiner assumes that the feature of "patient information being transferred

between PACS (first application), RIS (second application) and medical image

server 12" is similar to the features of "generating a set of patient context data

with the first application and sending this generated context data to the second

application".

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications

from the examiner should be directed to Mylinh Iran. The examiner can

normally be reached on Mon - Thu from 7:00AM to 3:00PM at 571-272-4141.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner's supervisor, Weilun Lo, can be reached at 571-272-4847.

The fax phone numbers for the organization where this application or

proceeding is assigned are as follows:

571-273-8300
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Information regarding tlie status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Infonnation Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public

PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see

http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197

(toll-free).
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